
Consumers adoption of streaming TV services and OTT specifically is

booming. The trend started before the Covid19 global pandemic but now it is

apparent and doesn’t show signs of slowing. As the CTV (Connected TV) is no

longer a passive viewing device, rather allows the user numerous activities -

search, switch, select, configure (recording), setup modification and more - the

existing interface - mainly trough remote control - is obsolete.

This was the background for Partner TV's product and marketing teams to

consider and design a voice interface, which will allow their users to easily

navigate through the  various streaming content available.

Implementing voice interface into the set top box (Android TV) was the way to

pursue the next generation of user engagement for consumers at home.

Partner selected Tukuoro Voice Open Platform SDK to grant their users with

new experience of content consumption. 

CONNECTED TV AND OTT
Partner Communications, Israel Platform: AndroidTV (Edge).

Geography: Israel.

Time to develop: 1 month.

Expected end users: 200K

Tukuoro Deployment: 

Cloud.

Partner Communications

(NASDAQ and TASE: PTNR)

is a leading Israeli Telco

group, providing cellular,

fixed-line telephony, OTT

television, Fiber Optic and

Internet services.
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Case Study - Connected TV



Design meeting - where Partner and Tukuoro teams

discussed the best approach and the needed features  

towards a new interface implementation for OTT.

Tukuoro delivered an Android TV compatible apk

file, deployed across Partner TV's Set top boxes

OTA.

Tukuoro and Partner product management team

identified and designed the required solution so that it

would allow an easy deployment, maintenance and

support moving forward. 

The process included the following steps:

Additional functionality and enhancement are handled

at the server side, keeping the edge device lean and

flexible. 

BENEFITS
A brief overview of the process and benefits of the voice activated solution

 

Overview of the solution architecture:

 

Seamlessly Interact with

your TV, in any language,

freely and accurately.

The Voice of the Customer:

"As a super-aggregator, we

have identified that

advanced voice search

combined with the

implementation of voice

command capabilities in

Hebrew, provide Partner TV

customers the best and most

complete user experience"

CONTACT TUKUORO
info@tukuoro.com

CONTACT PARTNER
info@Partner.co.il
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Solution Demo                                              

Input

Action

Tukuoro Contextual 
Processing Engine

http://www.tukuoro.com/
https://twitter.com/Tukuoro
https://linkedin.com/company/tukuoro
https://www.facebook.com/Tukuoro/
https://www.partner.co.il/
https://twitter.com/partneril
https://www.linkedin.com/company/partner-israel/mycompany/
https://www.facebook.com/PartnerIL/
mailto:info@tukuoro.com
https://bit.ly/2RFHli2

